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This DfE funded contract aimed to: provide support for schools and post-16 providers to identify and respond to the needs of children and young people with dyslexia and other specific learning difficulties. Awarded to a consortium led by BDA and including Dyslexia Action, Dyspraxia Foundation, Helen Arkell Dyslexia Centre, Manchester Metropolitan University,and  Patoss.



48 live events – 2,067 delegates – 1,466 schools / colleges
webinars attended by 1,143 delegates – viewed 4,543 times to date
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Contract requirements 1 & 2: helping to equip the school + post FE workforce to deliver quality teaching and SEN support for pupils with dyslexia and other specific learning difficulties.During the first year of the project (2016-17), the Teaching for Neurodiversity Train the Trainer materials were developed jointly by all consortium members, with additional input from Ambitious about Autism, I CAN, Steve Chinn, Fin O’Regan.Pitched at core skills level, the training sought to tackle preconceptions such as: SpLD exist in isolation; learners with SpLD are the sole responsibility of the school SENCo; learners need to have had an assessment before support is put in place.It introduced the Neurodiversity Checklist as a framework for observing and recording strengths and weaknesses and building a holistic profile.Also introduced a number of easy-to-implement classroom teaching practices to create a neurodiverse friendly learning environment.A full evaluation of the training project was delivered by MMU, headed by Dom Griffiths and Kath Kelly, and is available on the project page on the BDA website.An interesting development is that a research student from MMU, now working at Coventry, has embedded the TfN materials into the ITT course there, where it has been very warmly received. As a result, MMU are also looking to implement the training as part of their own ITT course.
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Reworked version of the training delivered this year as 3 webinars – 2 for professional and 1 for parents / carers.Again, the webinars are available as recordings on the BDA website and the Nasen SEND Gateway.
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Contract Requirement 3 – embedding support materials and sharing evidence based good practice with parents and carers and professionals to ensure effective and appropriate support for learners with dyslexia and other specific learning difficulties. Worked with the campaigning company, the Small Axe, to develop an information website designed to be mobile friendly and accessible to dyslexic people, with capability to change font size and background colour. Information presented in a clear, easy to understand way to avoid information overload. Tasked during the current year with increasing footfall and accessibility. Two social media campaigns have seen numbers of visits to the site peak at 13K in a week.New addition is the dyslex.io bot to help guide users to the information they need.The social media campaign has centred on dyslex.io Facebook where we’ve launched various posts and short videos to engage audiences focusing mainly on young people, families and teachers. These include:Famous dyslexic people – over 500K viewsHow to use your smart phone screen reader to read back text – 2K viewsTips for a neurodiverse friendly classroom 5K viewsAdvice for teachers on supporting dyslexic learners  16KAdvice for dyslexic people 12KPromoting positive views of dyslexia 26KDyslexia and mental health 13KThings you may not know about dyslexia 12KWe’ve also had advice for parents, such as tips to help support your child’s readingNow with 6K+ followers and likes (from 82 prior to the first campaign).
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Suite of 45 teaching videos, ranging from 1-1 to whole class, from primary to post 16, and from general literacy support to subjects such as GCSE history, business studies, and sciences. The videos show specialist teachers working with pupils and talking about the techniques they use to support learners with dyslexia and other SpLD.All videos available on the BDA YouTube channel.



See Dyslexia Differently: 
https://youtu.be/gbWspi2_A1Q
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In addition to the specialist teaching videos, we’ve produced two animations.The first of these, See Dyslexia Differently is available with an introduction by Dom Wood, the children’s TV presenter, as shown here.The animation comes with a resource pack for primary teachers, giving tips for how to make best use of the video in the school context.This animation has now clocked up over 100K views!



What does dyslexia mean to you?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ARVWTDEqY
MA&feature=youtu.be
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The second animation is ‘What does dyslexia mean to you?’ and was developed as part of a campaign to raise awareness and promote discussion about the diversity of people’s experience of dyslexia.
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The second edition of the DFSGPG is now available in print through the BDA Shop and will shortly be available as an e-publication.It contains a wealth of advice and examples of best practice from schools and local authorities, as well as from leading experts.As well as articles, it includes photocopiable checklists for signs of dyslexia / dyscalculia, and for checking that the classroom is DF.



And more……….
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In addition, over the past year, we’ve produced:2 videos focusing on Access Arrangements – KS2 SATS and GCSEVideo about dyslexic people’s experience of the assessment processAnd with the research team fro Manchester Metropolitan University,2 literature reviews focusing on the efficacy of dyslexia friendly and inclusive teaching practices.What works in dyslexia friendly and inclusive teaching practice in secondary and post 16 education: case studies of 4 institutions. Conclusions from the case studies state:‘These case studies demonstrate that developing a dyslexia-friendly school or college is a very possible project to undertake. It needs the full backing of the SMT; a dedicated leader who can develop a feasible and timed budgeted action plan; and consideration of teacher ‘buy-in’ and support for all members of the teaching staff to develop their practice. Further, it needs parental involvement from the start and a strategy for maintenance, so as not to be merely swamped by other initiatives. Finally, it needs belief in all stakeholders that the project goals are achievable and do not involve vast expense, rocket science or knowledge of secret ‘magic spells’. It is also an understanding that developing dyslexia-friendly practice is likely to benefit all learners, not just those students identified as dyslexic.’



Where to find project materials

• All videos and webinars 
www.youtube.com/user/bdadyslexia/videos

• All training materials
www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/about/projects

• Dyslexia Friendly Schools Good Practice Guide
www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/fundraising/bda-shop

• dyslex.io
www.dyslex.io and  www.facebook.com/bdadyslexio

http://www.youtube.com/user/bdadyslexia/videos
http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/about/projects
http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/fundraising/bda-shop
http://www.dyslex.io/
http://www.facebook.com/bdadyslexio
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